5 Tips to help s tudents learn from home.
Engage your s t ud ents at home with Story Box Library!

School subscriptions allow access for students at home, as well as in the classroom.
Simply provide families with school viewer log-in details via email, newsletters or
using our pre-written letter to families

Pick and choose the o ptions that bes t suit your s t ud ents.
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storyboxlibrary.com.au

Inspire
imagination in
students' own
projects.
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Theme Based Playlists
Find stories relating to themes being explored in your current teaching and learning
programs using our search filter on the stories page. Add relevant stories to a playlist
for children and students to view at home, or create a playlist from one of our curated
story lists on the homepage

Search Themes
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Create Playlis ts

Accessibility Features
Story Box Library provides audio support and closed captions for students with
additional learning needs when a teacher can’t be in the classroom to support
them, including students with English as an Additional Language, hearing
impairments, vision impairments or with specific learning disorders related to
reading, such as dyslexia.

Closed Captions

Project Inspiration
Encourage your students to use Story Box Library as inspiration for
their own projects, such as:
• Undertaking a personal inquiry into one of the authors or illustrators
featured on Story Box Library.
• Creating their own animation after viewing our jingle and film clip.

storyboxlibrary.com.au

“The most valuable educational tool on the internet…” Louise Park.
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At Home Activity Time and Classroom Ideas

Schools now have access to our At Home Activity Time. Each Activity Time is an art and/or
play based activity mostly suitable for pre-school and lower primary ages. Simply download
and email the PDFs to families as part of set learning tasks.
Classroom Ideas are provided as an interactive PDF providing practical discussion questions
and activity ideas aligned with the content descriptions across various curriculum areas.
They are based on the unique themes, story structures and language features of each story,
and are designed to provide a flexible and easily accessible resource that can be adapted to
suit each educator’s needs.
Scroll to the bottom of each story page to find the relevant Activity Time and Classroom
Ideas for each story.

Student Task Sheets
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At Home Activities

Classroom Id eas

In response to COVID-19, SBL is
producing Student Task Sheets that are
single-page PDFs designed to be used
directly by students and providing
them the opportunity to view stories
and complete tasks independently
from home if required. Students
choose from three task options that
help them work towards meeting
achievement standards set out in
the Australian Curriculum for their
year level.
The PDFs can be printed and used in
the classroom or included in
hard-copy student packs or they can
be sent electronically to students via
email or student management systems.
Using the document electronically
allows the use of direct links to stories
and external resources to help students
complete the tasks, such as graphic
organiser templates.

St ud ent Task Sheets

Don’t know Story Box Library? Story Box Library provides access to over 300 incredible stories in a safe,
online space. Sign up for a free trial here, enabling students to safely navigate and view stories in an
advertisement-free digital library.*
*SBL is offering schools which are closed, or facing closure, free access to our educational
resources for a period of two months in the first instance. We are committed to continuing
to offer this help in the event of longer term closures.
Contact us at admin@storyboxlibrary.com.au to find out more.

storyboxlibrary.com.au

